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Despite intense attention, themechanisms regulating dendritic spine structure remain elusive. In this issue of
Neuron, Jaworski and colleagues explore the morphological consequences of periodic spine incursions of
dynamic microtubules and their associated protein, EB3. Microtubules, long thought to be absent from
dendritic spines, are capable of controlling spine morphology, opening up a new line of investigation into
mechanisms of spine plasticity and maintenance.Dendritic spines, tiny postsynaptic com-
partments, are crucial structures for
synaptic plasticity and neural connec-
tivity, andhavebeen implicated in a variety
of neural diseases (Blanpied and Ehlers,
2004; Bourne and Harris, 2008). Though
progress is being made in deciphering
the molecular mechanisms that underlie
spine morphological changes, much
remains unknown. To date, the diversity
of signaling that impinges on spine
morphology is substantial and continues
to expand.
A defining characteristic of dendritic
spines is that they are rich in actin. Little
doubt remains as to the importance
of actin in determining dendritic spine
morphology and function (Cingolani and
Goda, 2008; Matus, 2000). Ultimately,
any signals that control spine morphology
must be conveyed to the actin cytoskel-
eton. The signaling pathways elucidated
thus far are diverse and include activity-
dependent Ca2+ influx, growth factor
signaling, neuromodulation, and adhesion
(Penzes and Jones, 2008). A variety of
actin bindingproteins havebeen identified
as key regulators of spine morphology
(Tada and Sheng, 2006), and these in
turn are frequently regulated by members
of the small GTPase family (e.g., Penzes
et al., 2008). However, the list of actin
regulators is far from complete.
The search for the molecular under-
pinnings of spine structure has also con-
sidered other cytoskeletal candidates,
including microtubules (MTs). Most
studies, typically visualizing MTs using
microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2)
antibodies or fluorescent constructs,
have not detected MTs in spines. Impor-tantly, MAP2 preferentially binds stable
MTs and thus fails to label a specific
subset of MTs that undergo rapid growth
and retraction. Indeed,ahandful of studies
have detected the presence of MTs in
spines (Chicurel and Harris, 1992; Fiala
et al., 2003). Whether these instances of
MT-containing spines represented highly
specialized circumstances has remained
unresolved. Additionally, it is unclear if
the presence of MTs has any influence
on dendritic spine structure or function.
In this issue of Neuron, Jaworski et al.
(2009) have addressed these questions
byexploring theconsequencesof periodic
spine incursions of dynamicMTs and their
associated protein, EB3 (Figure 1).
To elucidate the role of dyamic MTs in
dendritic spines, Jaworski and colleagues
have exploited a diverse class of proteins
that exhibit binding preference for the
plus-ends of MTs (+TIPs). Specifically,
they have visualized GFP-tagged end
binding protein 3 (EB3) periodically depart-
ing the dendritic compartment and entering
dendritic spines in mature cultured hippo-
campal neurons. EB3 is a brain-enriched
isoform of a family of evolutionarily con-
served EB proteins. Of these, EB1 is the
most extensively studied and is thought to
play roles in MT growth regulation and
recruitment of other +TIPs and associated
effector proteins (Vaughan, 2005). Jaworski
et al. go on to show that manipulation of
EB3 protein levels has opposing effects on
spines: overexpression results in increased
spine size, while RNAi-mediated EB3 loss
reduces the prevalence of morphologically
mature spines and increases the number
of spines resembling filopodia. Consistent
with a role in influencing dendritic spineNeuronstructure and excitatory synaptic function,
pharmacological disruption of dynamic
MTs (and presumably EB3 spine delivery)
impaired LTP maintenance.
Importantly, the authors describe
a molecular mechanism that links these
MT incursions to regulation of the actin
cytoskeleton. p140Cap, a negative regu-
lator of Src kinase,was found to be a novel
binding partner of EB3. In a pattern similar
to that of EB3, the synaptic presence of
p140Cap is essential to maintain mature
dendritic spine morphology, leading the
authors to conclude that the proteins act
in concert to control spine structure.
Finally, p140Cap was shown to interact
with cortactin, a Src kinase substrate
and F-actin binding protein, capable of
promoting actin stability and nucleation
(Figure 1B). Thus, MT dynamics can affect
the synaptic concentration of molecules
instrumental in coordinating actin struc-
ture and spine morphology.
The findings described in Jaworski et al.
raise a number of compelling questions. Is
spine incursion for maintenance only, or
can it be harnessed to induce systematic
changes in spine morphology? What are
the mechanisms that control the incur-
sions? Are they correlated with synaptic
events? Though answering these ques-
tionswill require substantial further investi-
gation, other recent reports offer some
tantalizing hints. Hu et al. (2008) have also
reported instances of dynamic MT spine
entry in mature hippocampal cultures and
provide evidence that activity increases
the rate of these events. MT dynamics
have also been explored in a develop-
mental context, where MT pharmacolog-
ical stabilization and disruption have been61, January 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 3
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induced spine formation (Gu et al., 2008).
That dynamic MTs are mechanistically
involved in these distinct pathways rein-
forces the idea that MT signaling can be
harnessed bymultiple extracellular signals
to affect dendritic spine morphology.
A particularly intriguing possibility
posited by Jaworski et al. (2009) is MT-
mediated delivery of cargo to individual
spines (Figure 1C). Indeed, it seems
logical that periodic, transient MT spine
entry could facilitate delivery of mRNAs,
proteins, or even organelles to specific
spines. Kinesins move along MTs at
speeds greater than MT growth, allowing
for a net translocation of their cargo
despite theunstable natureof thedynamic
MT substrate (Wu et al., 2006). Further
transport specificity could be achieved
by the handoff of materials fromMT trans-
porters to actin motor proteins (Desnos
et al., 2007). There is precedence for
such an occurrence, albeit in nonneuronal
cells, in a recent report identifying myosin
Va as a +TIP-associated protein (Wu et al.,
2005). Conversely, materials could be
actively removed from spines via dynein
minus-end-directed transport. Dyneins




Figure 1. Periodic Dendritic Spine Incursions by Microtubules Promote Spine Enlargement
(A) EB3-decorated dynamicmicrotubules enter spines and influence actin dynamics, effects which persist
beyond microtubule catastrophe.
(B) A +TIP complex including EB3, p140Cap, and cortactin promotes actin nucleation by inhibiting Src
phosphorylation of cortactin.
(C) Motor proteins may use dynamic microtubules as substrates to transport materials to or away from
synapses.4 Neuron 61, January 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.at MT plus-ends and may bind select
cargo for trafficking away from the
synapse (Wu et al., 2006).
A few questions raised by the current
study remain unanswered: what is the
relative importance of MT-dependent
and -independent spine remodeling?
How is regulation of MT-dependent spine
remodeling integrated with purely actin-
dependent pathways? Do MT-dependent
spine and dendrite alterations play a role
in disease? What is the role of other
EB3- and p140Cap-interacting proteins
in spine remodeling? Although doing so
would be more difficult, it would also be
interesting to observe the effects of local
blockade of MT entry into individual
spines.
Studies like this one remind us that our
knowledge of the neuron’s repertoire
for controlling spine morphology is still
incomplete. However, the challenge
moving forward will be not to just identify
which mechanisms can influence the
size and shape of spines, but which
mechanisms do effect such changes
in vivo under specific circumstances.
The nontrivial goal of determining the
primary mechanisms underlying develop-
ment, plasticity, andmalfunction of spines
will be essential for our understanding of
the cellular and molecular mechanisms
of excitatory synapse function.
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